The Department of Soil & Crop Sciences

In the Department of Soil and Crop Sciences, students learn principles that apply to current challenges in soil, plant, and environmental sciences.

Choose Your Path

**Majors**
Soil & Crop Sciences

**Double Majors**
Agricultural Business
Agricultural Education

**Minors**
Organic Agriculture
Soil Science
Soil Restoration and Conservation

Agronomy Club

We are students with similar interests for our common benefit and advancement.

The club takes an active part in the department through fundraising, social events, and scholastic activities.

Find Your Concentration

Agronomic Production Management
Applied Information Technology
International Soil & Crop Sciences
Plant Biotechnology, Genetics & Breeding
Soil Ecology
Soil, Land Use, & Climate Change
Soil Restoration & Conservation

Student Sustainable Farm

We operate 1/4 acre organic farm from seed to sales.

To create ways to build and maintain sustainable agricultural systems.

Soil Judging Team

We are a new club!
Contestants have to identify, evaluate, and classify soil profiles.

AGSCI.COLOSTATE.EDU
There’s something about Fort Collins that attracts all of the right elements. The result is a community that blends education and industry, hard work and recreation, tradition and progress. If you’re looking for a college experience with the perfect fusion of culture, opportunity and adventure, Fort Collins is where you’ll find it.